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Abstract—Wireless power transfer (WPT) is an emerging technology that can realize electric power transmission over certain
distances without physical contact, offering significant benefits
to modern automation systems, medical applications, consumer
electronics, etc. This paper provides a comprehensive review of existing compensation topologies for the loosely coupled transformer.
Compensation topologies are reviewed and evaluated based on
their basic and advanced functions. Individual passive resonant
networks used to achieve constant (load-independent) voltage or
current output are analyzed and summarized. Popular WPT compensation topologies are given as application examples, which can
be regarded as the combination of multiple blocks of resonant networks. Analyses of the input zero phase angle and soft switching
are conducted as well. This paper also discusses the compensation
requirements for achieving the maximum efficiency according to
different WPT application areas.

20
Index Terms—Compensation topology, efficiency, input zero
21 phase angle (ZPA), load-independent voltage and current output,
22 soft switching, wireless power transfer (WPT) system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

23

E

NGINEERS have dreamt of delivering electrical power
wirelessly over the air for more than a century. Wireless
or inductive power transfer was first suggested soon after the
28 proposition of Faraday’s law of induction, which is the under29 pinning of modern wireless power transfer (WPT), as well as
30 electrical engineering. In the 1910s, Nikola Tesla, who is the
31 pioneer of WPT technology, put forward his aggressive ideas of
32 using his Wardenclyffe Tower for wirelessly transmitting useful
33 amounts of electrical power around the world [1], [2]. Although
34 his strategy for accomplishing this desire was impractical and
35 ultimately unsuccessful, his contribution to wireless energy
36 transmission has never faded [3], [4].
37
Nowadays, WPT has grown to a $1 billion commercial
38 industry around the world [5]. This technology has found
39 applications in charging home appliances such as electric tooth40 brushes, wireless charging of mobile phones using a charging
41 platform [6]–[13], and medical uses such as wireless power
42 supply to implantable devices [14]–[20]. Medium- to high-
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power applications of this technology include continuous power 43
transfer to people movers [21], [22] and contactless battery 44
charging for a moving actuator [23], [24] or electric vehicles 45
(EVs) [25]–[36].
46
To transfer power without physical contact, a loosely cou- 47
pled transformer that involves a large separation between the 48
primary and secondary windings is essential. Due to the large 49
winding separation, it has a relatively large leakage inductance, 50
as well as increased proximity effect and winding resistances. 51
Furthermore, the magnetizing flux is significantly reduced, 52
which results in a much lower magnetizing inductance and 53
mutual inductance.
54
For coils of a WPT system operating at a frequency well 55
below their self-resonant frequencies [37], additional compen- 56
sation capacitors are needed to form the resonant tanks in both 57
the primary and secondary sides. Single-sided compensation 58
appears in some previous wireless circuit designs [19], [38]. It 59
has been replaced by double-sided compensation since single- 60
sided compensation has fewer adjustable resonant parameters, 61
which cannot provide enough degrees of freedom to satisfy all 62
WPT system design criteria. This paper reviews, compares, and 63
evaluates compensation topologies for WPT systems and its 64
applications.
65
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II. R EQUIREMENT FOR C OMPENSATION

66

1) Minimized VA Rating and Maximized Power Transfer Ca- 67
pability: The basic requirement for a compensation capacitor 68
is to resonate with the primary and/or secondary inductance, 69
to provide the reactive power required for the inductances 70
to generate an adequate magnetic field [39]. Therefore, for 71
the primary coil of the loosely coupled transformer, the basic 72
function of compensation is to minimize the input apparent 73
power or to minimize the volt-ampere (VA) rating of the power 74
supply [28], [40], [41]. In the secondary side, compensation 75
cancels the inductance of the secondary coil to maximize the 76
transfer capability [29], [42], [43].
77
2) Constant-Voltage or Current Output: A WPT system 78
has many parameters that may change during operation. For 79
instance, the air gap changes in real time for a transcuta- 80
neous energy transmission system when the patient is breathing 81
[20], [44]. The number of loads may change during charging 82
for a roadway vehicle inductive power transfer (IPT) sys- 83
tem [5], [25], [29]. Therefore, good controllability is desir- 84
able for a WPT system to cope with parameter variation. 85
Meanwhile, the compensation topology can be selected to real- 86
ize constant-current (or load-independent) or constant-voltage 87
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output without a control circuit, which is advantageous for
achieving good controllability.
3) High Efficiency: According to the study in [45] and [46],
the maximum achievable efficiency of a WPT system is only de92 cided by two parameters, namely, the coupling coefficient and
93 the quality factors of the windings. However, adequate compen94 sation is necessary to achieve this maximum efficiency. High
95 efficiency is also guaranteed by soft switching. A half-bridge
96 or a full-bridge converter is commonly used for the modulation
97 of a dc voltage to drive the resonant circuit. If metal–oxide–
98 semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are used as
99 switching components, the converter can benefit from turn-on
100 zero-voltage switching by operating at above resonance, where
101 the resonant-tank current is lagging the voltage modulated by
102 the active switches [47]. Since this input phase angle can be
103 adjusted by the value of compensation capacitors, the com104 pensation should also be selected with consideration for soft
105 switching.
106
4) Bifurcation Resistant and Others: The bifurcation phe107 nomenon in a WPT system refers to the situation in which the
108 frequency to realize a zero phase angle (ZPA) is not unique
109 [40], [48]. The number of frequency points to realize a ZPA
110 is related to the loading condition, compensation topologies,
111 and capacitor values. This bifurcation phenomenon, which is
112 accompanied with multiple loading and variable frequency
113 control, should be avoided to guarantee system stability. Other
114 features, such as insensitivity to parameter change and suit115 ability for bidirectional power flow, should also be considered
116 for special applications. Compensation topologies should be
117 evaluated based on the aforementioned compensation purposes
118 and by combining their applications and expected operations.
119 The following sections discuss some of the primary features
120 previously mentioned, along with several typical compensation
121 topologies.
88
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122
123

III. C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE OR C ONSTANT-C URRENT
O UTPUT P RINCIPLES

This section investigates how to achieve constant-current or
constant-voltage output using resonant circuits. The constantcurrent or constant-voltage output realized by a resonant net127 work refers to the voltage or current magnitude (UOUT or
128 IOUT ) on loading resistance RL that is irrelevant with the value
129 of RL ; hence, the resonant network has an output of voltage or
130 current source characteristics.
131
In WPT resonant circuit analysis, the frequency-domain
132 equivalent circuit is always assumed, and only the fundamental
133 component is considered for simplicity [12], [28], [40], [49],
134 [50]. The fundamental component approximation is a simple
135 analysis method that can usually achieve sufficient accuracy for
136 a high-quality factor resonant circuit that works near resonance;
137 however, the switching components of an H-bridge inverter and
138 rectifier will introduce some error. Then, if a more accurate
139 study is conducted, such as investigating zero-current switching
140 requirements (the accurate primary current when switching on),
141 the higher-order harmonics should be considered [48]. In this
142 paper, we use only the fundamental component to analyze the
143 resonant network characteristics.
124
125
126

Fig. 1. Resonant circuit with (a) voltage source input and (b) current source
input.

Fig. 2. Resonant network configuration with a (a) T-circuit model, (b) type A,
and (c) type B to have constant-voltage output from a voltage source.

A. Constant-Voltage Output Principle

144

1) Input Voltage Source: The model of a passive resonant
network is shown in Fig. 1. The power source can be a voltage
source or a current source. To make the output voltage amplitude irrelevant with the value of RL , the configuration of the
passive resonant network must depend on the type of power
source. If a voltage power source is used, the resonant network,
to have a constant-voltage output, should have a T-circuit configuration, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The T-circuit in Fig. 2(a) has the following equations:

145

UOUT = IOUT · RL
UIN = IIN · Z1 + (IIN − IOUT ) · Z3
UIN = IIN · Z1 + IOUT · Z2 + UOUT .

(1)
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The relationship between input voltage UIN and output voltage
155 UOUT can be derived as


Z1
Λ
UIN = 1 +
· UOUT
(2)
UOUT +
Z3
RL
154

156

158
159
160

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE O UTPUT F ROM A VOLTAGE S OURCE

where
Z1 Z2 + Z2 Z3 + Z1 Z3
.
Z3

Λ=
157

3

(3)

In (2), if Λ = 0, the output voltage UOUT is independent of RL ,
and its output has the characteristics of a voltage source.
If circuit points A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a) are connected with
circuit points a, b, and c in Fig. 2(b), respectively, then
Λ=

L1 + L2 − ω 2 L1 L2 C
.
jωL2 C

(4)

Moreover, Λ = 0 requires the operating frequency of the resonant network at

1
1
+
.
(5)
ω=
L1 C
L2 C

163

It has a constant-voltage output
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161
162

UOUT
L2
=
.
UIN
L1 + L2

(6)

If the circuit in Fig. 2(b) is rotated 120◦ , and we connect circuit
points A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a) with circuit points c, b, and a,
166 respectively, the circuit can also achieve a constant-voltage
167 output of
164
165

UOUT
L1
=
UIN
L1 + L2

(7)

at the operating frequency of (5).
We name the T-circuit topology in Fig. 2(b), which has two
resonant inductors and one capacitor, as type A. Similarly, the
171 type-B configuration with two resonant capacitors and one in172 ductor in Fig. 2(c) can be also used as the constant-voltage out173 put. The operating frequency is given without derivation, i.e.,

168
169
170

1
ω=√
.
LC1 + LC2

(8)

Several typical compensation topologies can be summarized
based on Fig. 2 for constant-voltage output from a voltage
source. The configurations with numbers are listed in Table I.
177
Topologies V-V-7 and V-V-8 operate as two special cases.
178 For V-V-7, if Z3 = ∞, which is operating as an open circuit,
179 the output voltage is equal to the input voltage when L and C
180 resonate at the operating frequency. While for V-V-8, if Z1 =
181 Z2 = 0, which is a short circuit, the output voltage is equal to
182 the input voltage regardless of the value of Z3 .
183
2) Input Current Source: If the input is a current source as
184 in Fig. 1(b), the resonant networks needed to realize a constant185 voltage output should have the topologies shown in Fig. 3.
186
Output voltage UOUT and input current IIN of type-A topol187 ogy in Fig. 3(a) can be represented by the following:


1
1
iIN − jωL +
(9)
UOUT =
iOUT .
jωC
jωC
174

175
176

Fig. 3. Resonant circuits (a) type A and (b) type B to have constant-voltage
output from a current source.

It is readily seen that the second term on the right-hand side 188
of (9) can be eliminated if L and C resonate at the operating 189
frequency; thus
190
UOUT =

1
IIN = −jωLIIN .
jωC

(10)
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE O UTPUT F ROM A C URRENT S OURCE

191
192
193
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-C URRENT O UTPUT F ROM A VOLTAGE S OURCE

The output voltage is load independent, which means it is
determined only by the input current and can be adjusted by
the resonant components. The type-B topology has a similar
analysis process and results, i.e.,
1
IIN .
UOUT = jωLIIN = −
(11)
jωC

195
196

The configurations for achieving constant-voltage output from
a current source are listed in Table II.

197

B. Constant-Current Output Principle

In some charging applications, the voltage-to-current conversion and a load-independent current output are desirable. For
instance, a constant-current output is preferred for driving a
201 light-emitting diode for stable luminance [51]. The constant202 current output is discussed below with different input sources.
203
1) Input Voltage Source: When the input is a voltage source
204 and there is a constant-current output, it is the reverse conver205 sion of the topologies listed in Fig. 3. Therefore, the resonant
206 topology used to realize the conversion from a voltage source to
207 a constant-current output should also have two types, as listed
208 in Table III. The output currents are
1
UIN = −jωCUIN
V-C-1: IOUT =
jωL
1
UIN .
V-C-2: IOUT = jωCUIN = −
(12)
jωL
198
199
200

2) Input Current Source: If the input is a current source, the
resonant method for achieving a constant-current output is a
π-circuit configuration, as shown in Fig. 4. Since it is similar to
212 a constant-voltage output, to achieve a constant-current output
213 from a current source, several typical compensation topolo214 gies can be derived by changing the connections of circuit
215 points A, B, and C in Fig. 4(a) with circuit points a, b, and c in
216 Fig. 4(b) or (c). The derivation is omitted for simplicity. The
217 configurations are listed in Table IV.
209

210
211

Fig. 4. Resonant network configuration with a (a) π circuit model, (b) type A,
and (c) type B to have a constant-current output from a current source.
TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-C URRENT O UTPUT F ROM A C URRENT S OURCE
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The S/S compensation is designed to have a constant-current 243
output [28], and the operating frequency is unique. This can be 244
explained by the resonant networks in Section III. In Fig. 6(a), if 245
ZLP (ω) < 0 and the resonant tank in the red block is equivalent 246
with a capacitor, which can resonate with LM , then the block 247
1 can be regarded as the resonant network V-C-2 in Table III, 248

and a constant-current output is achieved in the branch circuit 249
parallel with LM . Therefore, the output current is constant 250
2 can 251
regardless of the value of LLS , CS , and RL , since block 
be regarded as the resonant circuit C-C-8 in Table IV, which 252
has a constant-current output from the current source generated 253
1 . The unique resonant frequency, to have a constant- 254
by block 
current output, is
255

Fig. 5. Loosely coupled transformer circuit model.

ω = ωP = 

IV. A PPLICATIONS AND E XAMPLES

Here, several typical compensation topologies that can
achieve either a constant-voltage output or a constant-current
output, or both, are analyzed by using the passive resonant
222 networks studied in Section III. A WPT system has the same
223 fundamental principle of magnetic induction as that of other
224 widely used electromechanical devices with good coupling,
225 such as transformers and induction motors; therefore, the circuit
226 model of a loosely coupled transformer is identical to that of a
227 traditional transformer, as shown in Fig. 5. In the analysis, the
228 turn ratio n is selected as 1 for simplicity. LLP and LLS are
229 the leakage inductances of the primary and secondary. LM is
230 the magnetizing inductance. RPeq and RSeq are the resistances
231 of the primary and secondary of the transformer, respectively,
232 including the winding resistance and the equivalent resistance
233 of the power loss in the magnetic material. Since the values of
234 RPeq and RSeq are relatively small compared with the compen235 sation components’ impedances and have limited influence on
236 the resonant characteristic, they are neglected in this section.
219
220
221

237

A. Series–Series Compensation

1) Constant-Current Output: Primary series and secondary
series (S/S) compensation, which is shown in Fig. 6, is one
240 of the four basic compensation topologies [28], [40]. CP and
241 CS are external compensation capacitors in the primary and
242 secondary. Let
238
239

(LLP + LM )CP

=√

1
LP C P

(14)

where LP is the self-inductance of the primary coil.
2) Constant-Voltage Output: The S/S topology can be also
compensated to have a constant-voltage output, and the operating frequency for realizing a constant-voltage output is not
unique. If we choose the compensation capacitors CP and CS
randomly, two situations may exist.
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Fig. 6. Primary series and secondary series compensation circuit models to
realize (a) constant-current and (b) constant-voltage output.

218

1

ZLP (ω) = jωLLP +

1
jωCP

ZLS (ω) = jωLLS +

1
.
jωCS

(13)

256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264

a) An operating frequency ωH can be found to have
ZLP (ω) = ZLS (ω) = 0. Operating at ωH , the S/S topology can be regarded as the resonant circuit V-V-8 in 265
Table I. If ωH exists, a frequency area should also exist, 266
in which ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLP (ω) < 0. The series- 267
connected resonant components in both primary and sec- 268
ondary are both equivalent with capacitors. A frequency 269
ωL can be found to create the resonant circuit V-V-2 in 270
Table I. Therefore, ωH and ωL are the two frequencies 271
that realize a constant-voltage output.
272
b) An operating frequency cannot be found to have ZLP (ω) = 273
ZLS (ω) = 0. In this situation, the operating frequency can 274
be adjusted within a certain range such that ZLP (ω) > 0 275
and ZLS (ω) < 0 or within a range such that ZLP (ω) < 0 276
and ZLS (ω) > 0. Only one of these two scenarios can be 277
achieved with one group of circuit parameters. Therefore, 278
one operating frequency exists such that at ωH , the res- 279
onant circuit operates as V-V-5 (when ZLP (ω) > 0 and 280
ZLS (ω) < 0) or V-V-6 (when ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLS (ω) > 281
0) in Table I. In the meantime, with the same group 282
of circuit parameters, another operating frequency can 283
always be found to have ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLS (ω) < 0. 284
Therefore, the other operating frequency exists such that 285
at ωL , the resonant circuit operates as V-V-2 in Table I. 286

These two frequencies can be also derived by using math- 287
ematical equations. To make sure the derivation is applicable 288
for general loosely coupled transformers instead of those with 289
n = 1, the turn ratio is introduced in the following analysis. In 290
the following figures, the transformer with n = 1 is maintained 291
to have a clear explanation of the blocks of resonant circuits in 292
Section III.
293
The output voltage on RL is calculated as
294
UOUT = UIN Gv

(15)

6
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where Gv is the voltage transfer ratio, which can then be
represented as
Gv =

297
298
299

300
301

UOUT
jωnLM RL
=
UIN
ZP ZS + n2 ω 2 L2M

(16)

where ZS is the impedance of the secondary resonant tank including load resistance RL . ZP is the impedance of the primary
resonant tank, where LP and LS are the self-inductances, i.e.,
ZS = jωLS +

1
+ RL
jωCS

ZP = jωLP +

1
.
jωCP

(17)

The voltage transfer characteristics can be obtained by further
manipulation of (16), i.e.,
|Gv | =

1
ZP
ωnLM

+

δ
ω 3 nLM CP CS RL

(18)

δ = ω 4 LP CP LS CS (k 2 −1)+ω 2 (LP CP +LS CS )−1 (19)

√
307 where ωs = 1/ LS CS is the resonant frequencies of LS and
308 CS . LS is the self-inductance of the secondary coil. Thus, the
309 existence of ωL and ωH is mathematically verified.
310
Research [44] is conducted to compare self-inductance com311 pensation and leakage inductance compensation. The only
312 difference between the two compensations is the capacitors’
313 values. Therefore, according to the given analysis, both types
314 of compensation can achieve constant-voltage/constant-current
315 output but operating at different frequencies.
316

B. Series–Parallel Compensation

Primary series and secondary parallel (S/P) compensation is
usually designed to have a constant-voltage output. In Fig. 7(a),
319 if ZLP (ω) < 0, the S/P compensation topology can be regarded
320 as the combination of the resonant network V-V-6 in block
1 and V-V-8 in block 
2 . A constant-voltage output can be
321 
322 achieved only when operating at

1
ω=
.
(23)
LLS
CP LLP + LLMM+L
LS
317
318

S/P compensation can also realize a constant-current output. 323
By further manipulation using Thévenin’s equivalent circuit, 324
the S/P compensation topology can be reorganized as Fig. 7(b), 325
which illustrates the constant-current output. UE is the equiva- 326
lent input voltage after Thévenin’s conversion, i.e.,
327
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where k = nLM / Lp Ls is the coupling coefficient of the
303 loosely coupled transformer. Equation (19) shows that if δ = 0,
304 then |Gv | is load independent, and the output voltage remains
305 constant when RL changes. Solving for roots of δ = 0, the fre306 quencies at which |Gv | is independent of RL can be obtained as

ωP2 + ωS2 − Δ
(20)
ωL =
2(1 − k 2 )

ωP2 + ωS2 + Δ
(21)
ωH =
2(1 − k 2 )

2
Δ = (ωP2 + ωS2 ) − 4(1 − k 2 )ωP2 ωS2
(22)
302

Fig. 7. S/P compensation circuit models to have (a) constant-voltage and
(b) constant-current output (Thévenin’s equivalent circuit).

UE = UIN

jωLM
.
ZP

(24)

If the operating frequency is selected to let the impedance in 328
the red dotted block perform as an equivalent inductor, which 329
can resonate with CS , it can be regarded as the resonant circuit 330
V-C-1 in Table III, and the output current is constant. The 331
transconductance ratio can be derived as
332
|Gi | =

IOUT
=
UIN
ωnLM +

1

jωLS ZP
ωnLM

+ γRL

(25)

where

γ = jω 2 nLM CS +

ZP (1 − ω 2 LS CS )
.
ωnLM

333

(26)

Similarly, operating at frequencies at which γ = 0 guarantees
that IO is independent of RL . It has been found that ωL and ωH
in (20) and (21) are also the two roots of γ = 0 [46]. Therefore,
ωL and ωH are the frequencies at which S/P compensation
achieves a load-independent current output.

334
335

C. Primary LCC Compensations

339

336
337
338

The primary LCC series–parallel compensations are de- 340
signed for a WPT system with multiple loadings, such as 341
roadway-powered vehicle IPT systems, which are composed of 342
a primary track made up of an elongated loop as the primary of 343
the loosely coupled transformer. The primary track is required 344
to provide power to a number of independent loads (EVs) 345
wirelessly, each of which couples to the track using a pickup 346
inductor placed in proximity to the track wires. Therefore, the 347
track current is always preferred to be constant to guarantee 348
constant power delivery to each pickup system [5], [29].
349
A series of primary LCC series–parallel compensations, as 350
shown in Fig. 8, is widely used for the track WPT system 351
design [29], [48]. Itrack is the current through the track, and the 352
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Fig. 9. S/SP compensation circuit model.

V. ZPA AND S OFT S WITCHING

design purpose is to maintain Itrack constant during operation.
In the meantime, each load powered by the track should have a
355 constant-voltage or constant-current output.
356
All primary LCC series–parallel compensations will have a
357 constant-current output in the primary coil if LR and CR in
1 are selected to resonate at the operating frequency of
358 block 
359 the converter. The primary LCC series–parallel compensation
1 shown in Fig. 8 can be regarded as the
360 topology block 
361 resonant circuit V-C-1 in Table III. Since the constant-current
362 output of the primary coil (track) can be regarded as a current
2 is the resonant circuit C-C-8. In the secondary
363 source, block 
364 of the transformer, if a constant voltage is achieved on the load,
365 a compensation capacitor should be connected in series with
3
366 the secondary coil, as shown in Fig. 8(a). In Fig. 8(a), block 
367 is C-V-1 while CS resonates with LM + LLS . Therefore, the
368 constant-voltage output requires
353
354

ω=

1

(LLS + LM )CS

=√

1
1
=√
.
LS C S
LR C R

(27)

If the compensation capacitor is connected in parallel with the
secondary coil as shown in Fig. 8(b), where resonant network
3 , a constant-current output can be
C-C-1 is formed in block 
achieved when satisfying (27). A double-sided LCC compen373 sation topology shown in Fig. 8(c) is proposed in [52], which
374 has a symmetrical compensation in the primary and secondary.
3 C-C-1 and block 
4 C-C-8,
375 By adding a capacitor in block 
376 a constant-current output is achieved.
377
In battery charger applications, an additional converter is
378 usually placed on the secondary side to manage a battery load
379 profile (a first step at constant-current output and a second step
380 at constant-voltage output) [53]. By using appropriate compen381 sations and operating frequency selection control, voltage or
382 current conversion can be achieved by a single stage of a WPT
383 converter.
369

370
371
372

The phase angle θin between the input voltage and current 385
is an important parameter that decides on the VA rating of the 386
power supply and of the switching components. It also relates to 387
the realization of soft switching of an H-bridge converter. The 388
minimum VA rating requires that θin is equal to zero, whereas 389
soft switching of MOSFETs requires that θin is larger than zero. 390
Therefore, θin is usually selected such that it is slightly greater 391
than zero, so as to realize soft switching and a reasonable VA 392
rating.
393
The input phase angle is calculated as
394
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Fig. 8. Primary LCC series–parallel compensation circuit models with (a)
secondary series compensation, (b) secondary parallel compensation, and (c)
secondary LCC compensation.

384

θin =

Im(Zin )
180
tan−1
.
π
Re(Zin )

(28)

We study the situation of θin = 0. It can be achieved when 395
Im(Zin ) = 0.
396
According to the analysis of passive resonant networks in 397
Section III, due to the change in value of the loading resistance, 398
which is connected in parallel with one of the resonant compo- 399
nents, it is impossible to keep θin = 0 with only one stage of 400
the passive resonant network. Two special topologies, namely, 401
V-V-7 and C-C-7, are special exceptions. Take the S/S com- 402
pensation topology as an example. In Fig. 6(b), if the S/S 403
compensation is designed to have a constant-voltage output, 404
since it has only one stage of the resonant block, the value of 405
θin is dependent on the value of loading resistances. θin can be 406
positive or negative with variable RL [54]. Therefore, the S/S 407
compensation topology cannot realize a ZPA when it has the 408
constant-voltage output.
409
If a load-independent voltage/current output and θin = 0 at 410
the full loading range are realized at the same time, two or 411
more stages of the resonant circuit studied in Section III are 412
needed. As shown in Fig. 6(a), when an S/S compensation has 413
a constant-current output, it is the combination of two resonant 414
networks V-C-2 and C-C-8. Stage C-C-8 does not contribute 415
to the creation of a constant-current output, but it is capable of 416
adjusting the value of θin . Therefore, the S/S compensation can 417
have an input ZPA and a constant-current output at the same 418
time [46].
419
A primary series and secondary series–parallel compensated 420
topology (S/SP) is proposed as an improvement for the S/S 421
compensation topology to have a ZPA and a constant-voltage 422
output simultaneously [55]. In the S/SP circuit shown in Fig. 9, 423
CP and CS are selected the same to form the resonant network 424
in Fig. 6(b), a secondary parallel-connected capacitor CSP is 425
added to realize another stage of V-V-8. This stage has no 426
contribution to the constant-voltage output, but θin of this S/SP 427
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current output but is added to adjust θin . According to (31), a 456
ZPA can be achieved when
457
CP =

Fig. 10. Two or more stages (including V-C-1) to have a constant-current
output and an input ZPA.

428
429

compensation is controlled and adjusted by CSP to realize soft
switching, i.e.,
CSP

1
= 2 2
.
ω n LM

Similarly, S/P compensation also has this problem. For the
resonant circuit V-C-1 in Fig. 7(b), which is the single stage
adapted to have a constant-current output, another stage of
433 resonant network is needed to achieve a ZPA for all loads and
434 load-independent current output simultaneously. Fig. 10 shows
435 the resonant network with V-C-1 and the other stage. The other
436 stage can be added either before or after the V-C-1 stage. We
437 add them both for the analysis to include all possible circuit
438 topologies. In practice, jXa = ∞ or jXb = 0 can be selected
439 to represent one stage.
440
Since the inductor and capacitor in stage V-C-1 resonate with
441 each other, let

Zin =
442
443

1
ωC

(30)

RL X 2 Xa2 + jX 2 Xa X 2 + Xa (X − Xb )
2

[X 2 + Xa (X − Xb )] +

2 X2
RL
a

.

(31)

RL X 2 + jX 2 (X − Xb )
.
2
RL

Zin |Xb =0 =

RL X 2 Xa2 + jX 2 Xa [X 2 + Xa X]
.
2 X2
[X 2 + Xa X]2 + RL
a

X 2 + Xa (X − Xb ) = 0

(33)

(34)

to make θin = 0 for all loading conditions.
For all the primary LCC series–parallel compensations, since
they also utilize the V-C-1 or V-C-2 resonant networks to
453 realize a constant-current output in the primary coil, the series454 connected capacitor CP (see Fig. 8) can be regarded as one
455 more stage C-C-8. This stage has no contribution of constant-

450
451
452

1
+ RSeq + RL
jωCS

ZP = jωLP +

1
+ RPeq .
jωCP

(36)

The expression of power transfer efficiency can be obtained by 462
solely considering the active power [46], [53], and thus, the 463
efficiency ηP of the primary loop and the efficiency ηS of the 464
secondary loop can be calculated separately as
465
ηP =

Re(Zref )
RPeq + Re(Zref )

(37)

ηS =

Re(ZS ) − RSeq
Re(ZS )

(38)

where Zref is the reflected impedances from the secondary to 466
the primary. Thus
467
Zref =

ω 2 n2 L2M
.
ZS

(39)

Efficiency η is therefore given by

η = ηP · ηS .

For θin to be equal to 0, Xa should be equal to −X. If the stages
of both V-V-8 and C-C-8 are added, then according to (31), the
449 impedances should satisfy
447
448

ZS = jωLS +

468

(40)

(32)

To realize Im(Zin ) = 0 and θin = 0, Xb should be equal to X.
If Xb = 0, then V-V-8 has been added before the V-C-1
446 stage, and
444
445

To calculate system efficiency, the resistances RPeq and RSeq 459
in Fig. 5 should be considered. Then, ZP and ZS are rede- 460
fined as
461



If Xa → ∞, then C-C-8 has been added behind the V-C-1
stage, i.e.,
Zin |Xa →∞ =

458

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

X = ωL =

(35)

VI. S YSTEM E FFICIENCY

(29)

430
431
432

CR
.
−1

LP
LR

In (37)–(40), the circuit efficiency is related to RPeq , RSeq , 469
nLM , and ZS . If the operating frequency is fixed or varies in a 470
narrow region, RPeq , RSeq is related with the selected electric 471
wire and the magnetic material. nLM represents the mutual 472
inductance and is determined by the coupling coefficient of 473
the transformer. These parameters can be regarded as fixed 474
when the loosely coupled transformer is built; they are not 475
discussed in this paper. Therefore, ZS is the only parameter that 476
determines the circuit efficiency. If the compensation capacitors 477
have no equivalent series resistance (ESR), in (37)–(40), the 478
efficiency does not depend on the primary compensation net- 479
work. Compensation in the primary only influences the reactive 480
power of the circuit, the VA rating of the input power source, 481
and the realization of soft switching. From (39), ZS is decided 482
by 1) the impedance of the secondary resonant network and 483
2) the value of loading resistance. For a given transformer, the 484
maximum circuit efficiency can be achieved by adjusting these 485
two parameters deciding ZS .
486
With regard to the impedance of the secondary resonant 487
network, the compensation capacitor should be well designed 488

AQ2
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489
490

9

to achieve the maximum efficiency. According to the study in
[46] and [53], the maximum efficiency appears when
1
ω 2 LS
1
secondary parallel compensation CS = 2
ω L S Γ2
secondary series compensation CS =

491

where

Γ=

492
493

(41)

1+

QP 2
k
QS

 14
(42)

and QP and QS are defined as the winding quality factors,
which can be expressed as
ωLP
QP =
RPeq

and

ωLS
QS =
.
RSeq

(43)

Fig. 11. Loosely coupled transformer prototype.
TABLE V
S PECIFICATIONS OF THE L OOSELY C OUPLED T RANSFORMER P ROTOTYPE

Therefore, to achieve the maximum efficiency, the capacitor in
the secondary resonant network should be designed as in (41).
With regard to the loading resistance, if RL is expressed by the
circuit quality factor QL , according to the study in [46] and
498 [53], to achieve the maximum efficiency, QL should satisfy

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

494

495
496
497

QL = 

QS

1 + k 2 QP QS

(44)

for both secondary series and parallel compensations. The
circuit quality factor QL in (44) has a different expression for
501 secondary series and parallel compensations. Thus

LS
1
secondary series compensation QL =
RL CS
CS
secondary parallel compensation QL = RL
.
(45)
LS

499
500

Therefore, considering the need to achieve maximum efficiency, secondary series and parallel compensations have varying applications. For instance, in EV battery wireless charging,
suppose the battery on board has a voltage of 400 V and an
506 internal resistance of 0.7 Ω. If the recharging power is 3.3 kW
507 for private cars, by simple derivation, the output voltage and
508 current of the wireless converter should be 405.7 V and 8.13 A.
509 Therefore, the equivalent loading resistance RL is 49.9 Ω.
510 Typically, the winding quality factors QP and QS can reach
511 200 by using a proper litz wire, and we assume the coupling
512 coefficient to be 0.2. According to (44), QL can be calculated to
513 have a value of 5. From (45), if secondary series compensation
514 is selected, LS is equal to 468 μH when the converter operates
515 at 85 kHz. If secondary parallel compensation is selected, LS
516 should be designed as 18 μH. For the coil to be installed on
517 the chassis of a vehicle and with k = 0.2, 18 μH is not a
518 reasonable value. Therefore, secondary series compensation is
519 more suitable for this EV wireless charging example to achieve
520 maximum efficiency.
521
Generally, when considering the ESRs of compensation con522 ductors and capacitors, the more compensation components
523 there are, the lower the circuit efficiency. S/S and S/P com524 pensation circuits have the highest efficiencies due to only
525 two compensation components being applied. The system with
502

503
504
505

S/S and S/P compensations has almost the same maximum 526
efficiency [46], and ηmax can be represented as
527
c
ηmax = 
2
√
1+ 1+c
c = k 2 QP QS .
(46)
This ηmax value can be achieved when both (41) and (44) are 528
satisfied. It relates only to the values of k and the winding 529
quality factors.
530
A loosely coupled transformer shown in Fig. 11 was built to 531
verify the circuit efficiency of a 3.3-kW stationary EV wireless 532
charging prototype. The specifications of the transformer is 533
listed in Table V. Based on the built transformer, to calcu- 534
late the system efficiency, we select the quality factor of the 535
transformer QP = QS = 200, which is a typical value for a 536
loosely coupled transformer operating around 85 kHz. The 537
double-sided LCC compensation topology aforementioned in 538
Fig. 8(c) is used for the experiment. For the compensation 539
inductor in the circuits, since it uses the same wire with the 540
loosely coupled transformer, the quality factor of the resonant 541
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TABLE VI
M AXIMUM E FFICIENCIES OF D IFFERENT C OMPENSATION T OPOLOGIES

inductor is also selected as 200, and the capacitor have a
dissipation factor of 0.05% based on the datasheet. The circuit
efficiency is measured and calculated. The calculated system
efficiency (dc–dc) is 93.6%, whereas the measured efficiency
546 is 92.6%. The consistency of measurement with calculation
547 verifies that QP , QS , and the ESR values of the compensation
548 components are accurate.
549
Based on the same loosely coupled transformer and the same
550 compensation component ESR values, the efficiency of various
551 compensation topologies is calculated and listed in Table VI. It
552 is proved that S/S and S/P compensations have better efficien553 cies than other topologies, as well as the accuracy of (46).
554
The efficiency of the S/S topology with leakage-inductance
555 compensation is calculated under the condition of constant556 voltage output since it is the original purpose [44]. The operat557 ing frequency having a constant-voltage output is ωL or ωH in
558 (19) and (20), instead of the secondary resonant frequency in
559 (41) at which the maximum efficiency can be achieved. There560 fore, the S/S topology with leakage-inductance compensation,
561 to have a constant-voltage output, is lower in efficiency than self562 inductance compensation, to have a constant-current output.
543
544
545

563

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

542

VII. C ONCLUSION

The constant-current/constant-voltage output function of a
passive resonant network has been introduced based on individual resonant blocks. These basic resonant blocks are used to ex567 plain some characteristics of popular compensation topologies
568 nowadays, such as constant-voltage or constant-current output
569 and the realization of an input ZPA, as well as soft switching.
570 By correctly combining these resonant blocks, any type of com571 pensation topology can be created, guaranteeing a WPT circuit
572 that achieves a constant output and a minimum input VA rating
573 simultaneously. In addition, system efficiency was analyzed
574 with different resonant circuits. The compensation conditions,
575 to achieve maximum efficiency, were reviewed. The WPT
576 system application area should be considered for a reasonable
577 circuit design to achieve this maximum efficiency. Furthermore,
578 primary-series and secondary-series topologies with leakage579 inductance compensation and self-inductance compensation
580 were studied and compared.
564
565
566
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1

Abstract—Wireless power transfer (WPT) is an emerging technology that can realize electric power transmission over certain
distances without physical contact, offering significant benefits
to modern automation systems, medical applications, consumer
electronics, etc. This paper provides a comprehensive review of existing compensation topologies for the loosely coupled transformer.
Compensation topologies are reviewed and evaluated based on
their basic and advanced functions. Individual passive resonant
networks used to achieve constant (load-independent) voltage or
current output are analyzed and summarized. Popular WPT compensation topologies are given as application examples, which can
be regarded as the combination of multiple blocks of resonant networks. Analyses of the input zero phase angle and soft switching
are conducted as well. This paper also discusses the compensation
requirements for achieving the maximum efficiency according to
different WPT application areas.

20
Index Terms—Compensation topology, efficiency, input zero
21 phase angle (ZPA), load-independent voltage and current output,
22 soft switching, wireless power transfer (WPT) system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

23

E

NGINEERS have dreamt of delivering electrical power
wirelessly over the air for more than a century. Wireless
or inductive power transfer was first suggested soon after the
28 proposition of Faraday’s law of induction, which is the under29 pinning of modern wireless power transfer (WPT), as well as
30 electrical engineering. In the 1910s, Nikola Tesla, who is the
31 pioneer of WPT technology, put forward his aggressive ideas of
32 using his Wardenclyffe Tower for wirelessly transmitting useful
33 amounts of electrical power around the world [1], [2]. Although
34 his strategy for accomplishing this desire was impractical and
35 ultimately unsuccessful, his contribution to wireless energy
36 transmission has never faded [3], [4].
37
Nowadays, WPT has grown to a $1 billion commercial
38 industry around the world [5]. This technology has found
39 applications in charging home appliances such as electric tooth40 brushes, wireless charging of mobile phones using a charging
41 platform [6]–[13], and medical uses such as wireless power
42 supply to implantable devices [14]–[20]. Medium- to high-
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power applications of this technology include continuous power 43
transfer to people movers [21], [22] and contactless battery 44
charging for a moving actuator [23], [24] or electric vehicles 45
(EVs) [25]–[36].
46
To transfer power without physical contact, a loosely cou- 47
pled transformer that involves a large separation between the 48
primary and secondary windings is essential. Due to the large 49
winding separation, it has a relatively large leakage inductance, 50
as well as increased proximity effect and winding resistances. 51
Furthermore, the magnetizing flux is significantly reduced, 52
which results in a much lower magnetizing inductance and 53
mutual inductance.
54
For coils of a WPT system operating at a frequency well 55
below their self-resonant frequencies [37], additional compen- 56
sation capacitors are needed to form the resonant tanks in both 57
the primary and secondary sides. Single-sided compensation 58
appears in some previous wireless circuit designs [19], [38]. It 59
has been replaced by double-sided compensation since single- 60
sided compensation has fewer adjustable resonant parameters, 61
which cannot provide enough degrees of freedom to satisfy all 62
WPT system design criteria. This paper reviews, compares, and 63
evaluates compensation topologies for WPT systems and its 64
applications.
65
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II. R EQUIREMENT FOR C OMPENSATION

66

1) Minimized VA Rating and Maximized Power Transfer Ca- 67
pability: The basic requirement for a compensation capacitor 68
is to resonate with the primary and/or secondary inductance, 69
to provide the reactive power required for the inductances 70
to generate an adequate magnetic field [39]. Therefore, for 71
the primary coil of the loosely coupled transformer, the basic 72
function of compensation is to minimize the input apparent 73
power or to minimize the volt-ampere (VA) rating of the power 74
supply [28], [40], [41]. In the secondary side, compensation 75
cancels the inductance of the secondary coil to maximize the 76
transfer capability [29], [42], [43].
77
2) Constant-Voltage or Current Output: A WPT system 78
has many parameters that may change during operation. For 79
instance, the air gap changes in real time for a transcuta- 80
neous energy transmission system when the patient is breathing 81
[20], [44]. The number of loads may change during charging 82
for a roadway vehicle inductive power transfer (IPT) sys- 83
tem [5], [25], [29]. Therefore, good controllability is desir- 84
able for a WPT system to cope with parameter variation. 85
Meanwhile, the compensation topology can be selected to real- 86
ize constant-current (or load-independent) or constant-voltage 87
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output without a control circuit, which is advantageous for
achieving good controllability.
3) High Efficiency: According to the study in [45] and [46],
91 the maximum achievable efficiency of a WPT system is only de92 cided by two parameters, namely, the coupling coefficient and
93 the quality factors of the windings. However, adequate compen94 sation is necessary to achieve this maximum efficiency. High
95 efficiency is also guaranteed by soft switching. A half-bridge
96 or a full-bridge converter is commonly used for the modulation
97 of a dc voltage to drive the resonant circuit. If metal–oxide–
98 semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) are used as
99 switching components, the converter can benefit from turn-on
100 zero-voltage switching by operating at above resonance, where
101 the resonant-tank current is lagging the voltage modulated by
102 the active switches [47]. Since this input phase angle can be
103 adjusted by the value of compensation capacitors, the com104 pensation should also be selected with consideration for soft
105 switching.
106
4) Bifurcation Resistant and Others: The bifurcation phe107 nomenon in a WPT system refers to the situation in which the
108 frequency to realize a zero phase angle (ZPA) is not unique
109 [40], [48]. The number of frequency points to realize a ZPA
110 is related to the loading condition, compensation topologies,
111 and capacitor values. This bifurcation phenomenon, which is
112 accompanied with multiple loading and variable frequency
113 control, should be avoided to guarantee system stability. Other
114 features, such as insensitivity to parameter change and suit115 ability for bidirectional power flow, should also be considered
116 for special applications. Compensation topologies should be
117 evaluated based on the aforementioned compensation purposes
118 and by combining their applications and expected operations.
119 The following sections discuss some of the primary features
120 previously mentioned, along with several typical compensation
121 topologies.
88
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123

III. C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE OR C ONSTANT-C URRENT
O UTPUT P RINCIPLES

This section investigates how to achieve constant-current or
constant-voltage output using resonant circuits. The constant126 current or constant-voltage output realized by a resonant net127 work refers to the voltage or current magnitude (UOUT or
128 IOUT ) on loading resistance RL that is irrelevant with the value
129 of RL ; hence, the resonant network has an output of voltage or
130 current source characteristics.
131
In WPT resonant circuit analysis, the frequency-domain
132 equivalent circuit is always assumed, and only the fundamental
133 component is considered for simplicity [12], [28], [40], [49],
134 [50]. The fundamental component approximation is a simple
135 analysis method that can usually achieve sufficient accuracy for
136 a high-quality factor resonant circuit that works near resonance;
137 however, the switching components of an H-bridge inverter and
138 rectifier will introduce some error. Then, if a more accurate
139 study is conducted, such as investigating zero-current switching
140 requirements (the accurate primary current when switching on),
141 the higher-order harmonics should be considered [48]. In this
142 paper, we use only the fundamental component to analyze the
143 resonant network characteristics.
124
125

Fig. 1. Resonant circuit with (a) voltage source input and (b) current source
input.

Fig. 2. Resonant network configuration with a (a) T-circuit model, (b) type A,
and (c) type B to have constant-voltage output from a voltage source.

A. Constant-Voltage Output Principle

144

1) Input Voltage Source: The model of a passive resonant
network is shown in Fig. 1. The power source can be a voltage
source or a current source. To make the output voltage amplitude irrelevant with the value of RL , the configuration of the
passive resonant network must depend on the type of power
source. If a voltage power source is used, the resonant network,
to have a constant-voltage output, should have a T-circuit configuration, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The T-circuit in Fig. 2(a) has the following equations:

145
146
147

UOUT = IOUT · RL
UIN = IIN · Z1 + (IIN − IOUT ) · Z3
UIN = IIN · Z1 + IOUT · Z2 + UOUT .

(1)

148
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150
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The relationship between input voltage UIN and output voltage
155 UOUT can be derived as


Z1
Λ
UIN = 1 +
· UOUT
(2)
UOUT +
Z3
RL
154

156

3

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE O UTPUT F ROM A VOLTAGE S OURCE

where
Z1 Z2 + Z2 Z3 + Z1 Z3
.
Z3

Λ=

(3)

In (2), if Λ = 0, the output voltage UOUT is independent of RL ,
and its output has the characteristics of a voltage source.
If circuit points A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a) are connected with
160 circuit points a, b, and c in Fig. 2(b), respectively, then

157
158
159

Λ=

L1 + L2 − ω 2 L1 L2 C
.
jωL2 C

(4)

Moreover, Λ = 0 requires the operating frequency of the resonant network at

1
1
+
.
(5)
ω=
L1 C
L2 C

163

It has a constant-voltage output
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161
162

UOUT
L2
=
.
UIN
L1 + L2

(6)

If the circuit in Fig. 2(b) is rotated 120◦ , and we connect circuit
165 points A, B, and C in Fig. 2(a) with circuit points c, b, and a,
166 respectively, the circuit can also achieve a constant-voltage
167 output of
164

UOUT
L1
=
UIN
L1 + L2

(7)

at the operating frequency of (5).
We name the T-circuit topology in Fig. 2(b), which has two
170 resonant inductors and one capacitor, as type A. Similarly, the
171 type-B configuration with two resonant capacitors and one in172 ductor in Fig. 2(c) can be also used as the constant-voltage out173 put. The operating frequency is given without derivation, i.e.,

168
169

ω=√

1
.
LC1 + LC2

(8)

Several typical compensation topologies can be summarized
based on Fig. 2 for constant-voltage output from a voltage
source. The configurations with numbers are listed in Table I.
177
Topologies V-V-7 and V-V-8 operate as two special cases.
178 For V-V-7, if Z3 = ∞, which is operating as an open circuit,
179 the output voltage is equal to the input voltage when L and C
180 resonate at the operating frequency. While for V-V-8, if Z1 =
181 Z2 = 0, which is a short circuit, the output voltage is equal to
182 the input voltage regardless of the value of Z3 .
183
2) Input Current Source: If the input is a current source as
184 in Fig. 1(b), the resonant networks needed to realize a constant185 voltage output should have the topologies shown in Fig. 3.
186
Output voltage UOUT and input current IIN of type-A topol187 ogy in Fig. 3(a) can be represented by the following:


1
1
iIN − jωL +
UOUT =
(9)
iOUT .
jωC
jωC
174
175
176

Fig. 3. Resonant circuits (a) type A and (b) type B to have constant-voltage
output from a current source.

It is readily seen that the second term on the right-hand side 188
of (9) can be eliminated if L and C resonate at the operating 189
frequency; thus
190
UOUT =

1
IIN = −jωLIIN .
jωC

(10)
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-VOLTAGE O UTPUT F ROM A C URRENT S OURCE
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-C URRENT O UTPUT F ROM A VOLTAGE S OURCE

The output voltage is load independent, which means it is
determined only by the input current and can be adjusted by
the resonant components. The type-B topology has a similar
194 analysis process and results, i.e.,
1
IIN .
UOUT = jωLIIN = −
(11)
jωC
191
192
193

196

The configurations for achieving constant-voltage output from
a current source are listed in Table II.

197

B. Constant-Current Output Principle

195

In some charging applications, the voltage-to-current conversion and a load-independent current output are desirable. For
200 instance, a constant-current output is preferred for driving a
201 light-emitting diode for stable luminance [51]. The constant202 current output is discussed below with different input sources.
203
1) Input Voltage Source: When the input is a voltage source
204 and there is a constant-current output, it is the reverse conver205 sion of the topologies listed in Fig. 3. Therefore, the resonant
206 topology used to realize the conversion from a voltage source to
207 a constant-current output should also have two types, as listed
208 in Table III. The output currents are
1
UIN = −jωCUIN
V-C-1: IOUT =
jωL
1
UIN .
V-C-2: IOUT = jωCUIN = −
(12)
jωL
198
199

2) Input Current Source: If the input is a current source, the
resonant method for achieving a constant-current output is a
π-circuit configuration, as shown in Fig. 4. Since it is similar to
212 a constant-voltage output, to achieve a constant-current output
213 from a current source, several typical compensation topolo214 gies can be derived by changing the connections of circuit
215 points A, B, and C in Fig. 4(a) with circuit points a, b, and c in
216 Fig. 4(b) or (c). The derivation is omitted for simplicity. The
217 configurations are listed in Table IV.
209
210
211

Fig. 4. Resonant network configuration with a (a) π circuit model, (b) type A,
and (c) type B to have a constant-current output from a current source.
TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF C ONSTANT-C URRENT O UTPUT F ROM A C URRENT S OURCE
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The S/S compensation is designed to have a constant-current 243
output [28], and the operating frequency is unique. This can be 244
explained by the resonant networks in Section III. In Fig. 6(a), if 245
ZLP (ω) < 0 and the resonant tank in the red block is equivalent 246
with a capacitor, which can resonate with LM , then the block 247
1 can be regarded as the resonant network V-C-2 in Table III, 248

and a constant-current output is achieved in the branch circuit 249
parallel with LM . Therefore, the output current is constant 250
2 can 251
regardless of the value of LLS , CS , and RL , since block 
be regarded as the resonant circuit C-C-8 in Table IV, which 252
has a constant-current output from the current source generated 253
1 . The unique resonant frequency, to have a constant- 254
by block 
current output, is
255

Fig. 5. Loosely coupled transformer circuit model.

ω = ωP = 

IV. A PPLICATIONS AND E XAMPLES

Here, several typical compensation topologies that can
achieve either a constant-voltage output or a constant-current
221 output, or both, are analyzed by using the passive resonant
222 networks studied in Section III. A WPT system has the same
223 fundamental principle of magnetic induction as that of other
224 widely used electromechanical devices with good coupling,
225 such as transformers and induction motors; therefore, the circuit
226 model of a loosely coupled transformer is identical to that of a
227 traditional transformer, as shown in Fig. 5. In the analysis, the
228 turn ratio n is selected as 1 for simplicity. LLP and LLS are
229 the leakage inductances of the primary and secondary. LM is
230 the magnetizing inductance. RPeq and RSeq are the resistances
231 of the primary and secondary of the transformer, respectively,
232 including the winding resistance and the equivalent resistance
233 of the power loss in the magnetic material. Since the values of
234 RPeq and RSeq are relatively small compared with the compen235 sation components’ impedances and have limited influence on
236 the resonant characteristic, they are neglected in this section.
219
220

237

A. Series–Series Compensation

1) Constant-Current Output: Primary series and secondary
series (S/S) compensation, which is shown in Fig. 6, is one
of the four basic compensation topologies [28], [40]. CP and
CS are external compensation capacitors in the primary and
242 secondary. Let
238

1
=√
LP C P

(14)

256
where LP is the self-inductance of the primary coil.
2) Constant-Voltage Output: The S/S topology can be also 257
compensated to have a constant-voltage output, and the oper- 258
ating frequency for realizing a constant-voltage output is not 259
unique. If we choose the compensation capacitors CP and CS 260
randomly, two situations may exist.
261
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Fig. 6. Primary series and secondary series compensation circuit models to
realize (a) constant-current and (b) constant-voltage output.

218

1
(LLP + LM )CP

239
240
241

ZLP (ω) = jωLLP +

1
jωCP

ZLS (ω) = jωLLS +

1
.
jωCS

(13)

262

a) An operating frequency ωH can be found to have 263
ZLP (ω) = ZLS (ω) = 0. Operating at ωH , the S/S topol- 264
ogy can be regarded as the resonant circuit V-V-8 in 265
Table I. If ωH exists, a frequency area should also exist, 266
in which ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLP (ω) < 0. The series- 267
connected resonant components in both primary and sec- 268
ondary are both equivalent with capacitors. A frequency 269
ωL can be found to create the resonant circuit V-V-2 in 270
Table I. Therefore, ωH and ωL are the two frequencies 271
that realize a constant-voltage output.
272
b) An operating frequency cannot be found to have ZLP (ω) = 273
ZLS (ω) = 0. In this situation, the operating frequency can 274
be adjusted within a certain range such that ZLP (ω) > 0 275
and ZLS (ω) < 0 or within a range such that ZLP (ω) < 0 276
and ZLS (ω) > 0. Only one of these two scenarios can be 277
achieved with one group of circuit parameters. Therefore, 278
one operating frequency exists such that at ωH , the res- 279
onant circuit operates as V-V-5 (when ZLP (ω) > 0 and 280
ZLS (ω) < 0) or V-V-6 (when ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLS (ω) > 281
0) in Table I. In the meantime, with the same group 282
of circuit parameters, another operating frequency can 283
always be found to have ZLP (ω) < 0 and ZLS (ω) < 0. 284
Therefore, the other operating frequency exists such that 285
at ωL , the resonant circuit operates as V-V-2 in Table I. 286

These two frequencies can be also derived by using math- 287
ematical equations. To make sure the derivation is applicable 288
for general loosely coupled transformers instead of those with 289
n = 1, the turn ratio is introduced in the following analysis. In 290
the following figures, the transformer with n = 1 is maintained 291
to have a clear explanation of the blocks of resonant circuits in 292
Section III.
293
The output voltage on RL is calculated as
294
UOUT = UIN Gv

(15)
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where Gv is the voltage transfer ratio, which can then be
represented as
Gv =

UOUT
jωnLM RL
=
UIN
ZP ZS + n2 ω 2 L2M

(16)

where ZS is the impedance of the secondary resonant tank including load resistance RL . ZP is the impedance of the primary
299 resonant tank, where LP and LS are the self-inductances, i.e.,
297
298

ZS = jωLS +

1
+ RL
jωCS

ZP = jωLP +

1
.
jωCP

(17)

The voltage transfer characteristics can be obtained by further
301 manipulation of (16), i.e.,
300

|Gv | =

1
ZP
ωnLM

+

δ
ω 3 nLM CP CS RL

(18)

δ = ω 4 LP CP LS CS (k 2 −1)+ω 2 (LP CP +LS CS )−1 (19)

√
307 where ωs = 1/ LS CS is the resonant frequencies of LS and
308 CS . LS is the self-inductance of the secondary coil. Thus, the
309 existence of ωL and ωH is mathematically verified.
310
Research [44] is conducted to compare self-inductance com311 pensation and leakage inductance compensation. The only
312 difference between the two compensations is the capacitors’
313 values. Therefore, according to the given analysis, both types
314 of compensation can achieve constant-voltage/constant-current
315 output but operating at different frequencies.
316

B. Series–Parallel Compensation

Primary series and secondary parallel (S/P) compensation is
usually designed to have a constant-voltage output. In Fig. 7(a),
319 if ZLP (ω) < 0, the S/P compensation topology can be regarded
320 as the combination of the resonant network V-V-6 in block
1 and V-V-8 in block 
2 . A constant-voltage output can be
321 
322 achieved only when operating at

1
ω=
.
(23)
LLS
CP LLP + LLMM+L
LS
317
318

S/P compensation can also realize a constant-current output. 323
By further manipulation using Thévenin’s equivalent circuit, 324
the S/P compensation topology can be reorganized as Fig. 7(b), 325
which illustrates the constant-current output. UE is the equiva- 326
lent input voltage after Thévenin’s conversion, i.e.,
327
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where k = nLM / Lp Ls is the coupling coefficient of the
loosely coupled transformer. Equation (19) shows that if δ = 0,
then |Gv | is load independent, and the output voltage remains
305 constant when RL changes. Solving for roots of δ = 0, the fre306 quencies at which |Gv | is independent of RL can be obtained as

ωP2 + ωS2 − Δ
(20)
ωL =
2(1 − k 2 )

ωP2 + ωS2 + Δ
(21)
ωH =
2(1 − k 2 )

2
Δ = (ωP2 + ωS2 ) − 4(1 − k 2 )ωP2 ωS2
(22)
302
303
304

Fig. 7. S/P compensation circuit models to have (a) constant-voltage and
(b) constant-current output (Thévenin’s equivalent circuit).

UE = UIN

jωLM
.
ZP

(24)

If the operating frequency is selected to let the impedance in
the red dotted block perform as an equivalent inductor, which
can resonate with CS , it can be regarded as the resonant circuit
V-C-1 in Table III, and the output current is constant. The
transconductance ratio can be derived as
|Gi | =

IOUT
=
UIN
ωnLM +

1

jωLS ZP
ωnLM

+ γRL

ZP (1 − ω 2 LS CS )
.
ωnLM

330
331
332

(25)

where

γ = jω 2 nLM CS +

328
329

333

(26)

Similarly, operating at frequencies at which γ = 0 guarantees
that IO is independent of RL . It has been found that ωL and ωH
in (20) and (21) are also the two roots of γ = 0 [46]. Therefore,
ωL and ωH are the frequencies at which S/P compensation
achieves a load-independent current output.

335
336
337

C. Primary LCC Compensations

339

334

338

The primary LCC series–parallel compensations are de- 340
signed for a WPT system with multiple loadings, such as 341
roadway-powered vehicle IPT systems, which are composed of 342
a primary track made up of an elongated loop as the primary of 343
the loosely coupled transformer. The primary track is required 344
to provide power to a number of independent loads (EVs) 345
wirelessly, each of which couples to the track using a pickup 346
inductor placed in proximity to the track wires. Therefore, the 347
track current is always preferred to be constant to guarantee 348
constant power delivery to each pickup system [5], [29].
349
A series of primary LCC series–parallel compensations, as 350
shown in Fig. 8, is widely used for the track WPT system 351
design [29], [48]. Itrack is the current through the track, and the 352
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Fig. 9. S/SP compensation circuit model.

V. ZPA AND S OFT S WITCHING

design purpose is to maintain Itrack constant during operation.
In the meantime, each load powered by the track should have a
355 constant-voltage or constant-current output.
356
All primary LCC series–parallel compensations will have a
357 constant-current output in the primary coil if LR and CR in
1 are selected to resonate at the operating frequency of
358 block 
359 the converter. The primary LCC series–parallel compensation
1 shown in Fig. 8 can be regarded as the
360 topology block 
361 resonant circuit V-C-1 in Table III. Since the constant-current
362 output of the primary coil (track) can be regarded as a current
2 is the resonant circuit C-C-8. In the secondary
363 source, block 
364 of the transformer, if a constant voltage is achieved on the load,
365 a compensation capacitor should be connected in series with
3
366 the secondary coil, as shown in Fig. 8(a). In Fig. 8(a), block 
367 is C-V-1 while CS resonates with LM + LLS . Therefore, the
368 constant-voltage output requires
353
354

ω=

1

1
1
=√
=√
.
L
C
L
(LLS + LM )CS
S S
R CR

(27)

If the compensation capacitor is connected in parallel with the
secondary coil as shown in Fig. 8(b), where resonant network
3 , a constant-current output can be
C-C-1 is formed in block 
372 achieved when satisfying (27). A double-sided LCC compen373 sation topology shown in Fig. 8(c) is proposed in [52], which
374 has a symmetrical compensation in the primary and secondary.
3 C-C-1 and block 
4 C-C-8,
375 By adding a capacitor in block 
376 a constant-current output is achieved.
377
In battery charger applications, an additional converter is
378 usually placed on the secondary side to manage a battery load
379 profile (a first step at constant-current output and a second step
380 at constant-voltage output) [53]. By using appropriate compen381 sations and operating frequency selection control, voltage or
382 current conversion can be achieved by a single stage of a WPT
383 converter.
369
370
371

The phase angle θin between the input voltage and current 385
is an important parameter that decides on the VA rating of the 386
power supply and of the switching components. It also relates to 387
the realization of soft switching of an H-bridge converter. The 388
minimum VA rating requires that θin is equal to zero, whereas 389
soft switching of MOSFETs requires that θin is larger than zero. 390
Therefore, θin is usually selected such that it is slightly greater 391
than zero, so as to realize soft switching and a reasonable VA 392
rating.
393
The input phase angle is calculated as
394
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Fig. 8. Primary LCC series–parallel compensation circuit models with (a)
secondary series compensation, (b) secondary parallel compensation, and (c)
secondary LCC compensation.

384

θin =

Im(Zin )
180
tan−1
.
π
Re(Zin )

(28)

We study the situation of θin = 0. It can be achieved when 395
Im(Zin ) = 0.
396
According to the analysis of passive resonant networks in 397
Section III, due to the change in value of the loading resistance, 398
which is connected in parallel with one of the resonant compo- 399
nents, it is impossible to keep θin = 0 with only one stage of 400
the passive resonant network. Two special topologies, namely, 401
V-V-7 and C-C-7, are special exceptions. Take the S/S com- 402
pensation topology as an example. In Fig. 6(b), if the S/S 403
compensation is designed to have a constant-voltage output, 404
since it has only one stage of the resonant block, the value of 405
θin is dependent on the value of loading resistances. θin can be 406
positive or negative with variable RL [54]. Therefore, the S/S 407
compensation topology cannot realize a ZPA when it has the 408
constant-voltage output.
409
If a load-independent voltage/current output and θin = 0 at 410
the full loading range are realized at the same time, two or 411
more stages of the resonant circuit studied in Section III are 412
needed. As shown in Fig. 6(a), when an S/S compensation has 413
a constant-current output, it is the combination of two resonant 414
networks V-C-2 and C-C-8. Stage C-C-8 does not contribute 415
to the creation of a constant-current output, but it is capable of 416
adjusting the value of θin . Therefore, the S/S compensation can 417
have an input ZPA and a constant-current output at the same 418
time [46].
419
A primary series and secondary series–parallel compensated 420
topology (S/SP) is proposed as an improvement for the S/S 421
compensation topology to have a ZPA and a constant-voltage 422
output simultaneously [55]. In the S/SP circuit shown in Fig. 9, 423
CP and CS are selected the same to form the resonant network 424
in Fig. 6(b), a secondary parallel-connected capacitor CSP is 425
added to realize another stage of V-V-8. This stage has no 426
contribution to the constant-voltage output, but θin of this S/SP 427
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current output but is added to adjust θin . According to (31), a 456
ZPA can be achieved when
457
CP =

Fig. 10. Two or more stages (including V-C-1) to have a constant-current
output and an input ZPA.

428
429

compensation is controlled and adjusted by CSP to realize soft
switching, i.e.,
CSP

1
= 2 2
.
ω n LM

Similarly, S/P compensation also has this problem. For the
resonant circuit V-C-1 in Fig. 7(b), which is the single stage
432 adapted to have a constant-current output, another stage of
433 resonant network is needed to achieve a ZPA for all loads and
434 load-independent current output simultaneously. Fig. 10 shows
435 the resonant network with V-C-1 and the other stage. The other
436 stage can be added either before or after the V-C-1 stage. We
437 add them both for the analysis to include all possible circuit
438 topologies. In practice, jXa = ∞ or jXb = 0 can be selected
439 to represent one stage.
440
Since the inductor and capacitor in stage V-C-1 resonate with
441 each other, let

Zin =
442
443

1
ωC

444
445
446

448
449

2 X2
[X 2 + Xa (X − Xb )] + RL
a

.

(31)

If Xa → ∞, then C-C-8 has been added behind the V-C-1
stage, i.e.,
RL X 2 + jX 2 (X − Xb )
.
2
RL

ZS = jωLS +

1
+ RSeq + RL
jωCS

ZP = jωLP +

1
+ RPeq .
jωCP

(36)

The expression of power transfer efficiency can be obtained by 462
solely considering the active power [46], [53], and thus, the 463
efficiency ηP of the primary loop and the efficiency ηS of the 464
secondary loop can be calculated separately as
465
ηP =

Re(Zref )
RPeq + Re(Zref )

(37)

ηS =

Re(ZS ) − RSeq
Re(ZS )

(38)

where Zref is the reflected impedances from the secondary to 466
the primary. Thus
467

RL X 2 Xa2 + jX 2 Xa [X 2 + Xa X]
.
2 X2
[X 2 + Xa X]2 + RL
a

Zref =

ω 2 n2 L2M
.
ZS

(39)

Efficiency η is therefore given by

η = ηP · ηS .

468

(40)

(32)

To realize Im(Zin ) = 0 and θin = 0, Xb should be equal to X.
If Xb = 0, then V-V-8 has been added before the V-C-1
stage, and
(33)

For θin to be equal to 0, Xa should be equal to −X. If the stages
of both V-V-8 and C-C-8 are added, then according to (31), the
impedances should satisfy
X 2 + Xa (X − Xb ) = 0

(34)

to make θin = 0 for all loading conditions.
For all the primary LCC series–parallel compensations, since
they also utilize the V-C-1 or V-C-2 resonant networks to
453 realize a constant-current output in the primary coil, the series454 connected capacitor CP (see Fig. 8) can be regarded as one
455 more stage C-C-8. This stage has no contribution of constant-

450
451
452

To calculate system efficiency, the resistances RPeq and RSeq 459
in Fig. 5 should be considered. Then, ZP and ZS are rede- 460
fined as
461



2

Zin |Xb =0 =
447

(30)

RL X 2 Xa2 + jX 2 Xa X 2 + Xa (X − Xb )

Zin |Xa →∞ =

458

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

X = ωL =

(35)

VI. S YSTEM E FFICIENCY

(29)

430
431

CR
.
−1

LP
LR

In (37)–(40), the circuit efficiency is related to RPeq , RSeq , 469
nLM , and ZS . If the operating frequency is fixed or varies in a 470
narrow region, RPeq , RSeq is related with the selected electric 471
wire and the magnetic material. nLM represents the mutual 472
inductance and is determined by the coupling coefficient of 473
the transformer. These parameters can be regarded as fixed 474
when the loosely coupled transformer is built; they are not 475
discussed in this paper. Therefore, ZS is the only parameter that 476
determines the circuit efficiency. If the compensation capacitors 477
have no equivalent series resistance (ESR), in (37)–(40), the 478
efficiency does not depend on the primary compensation net- 479
work. Compensation in the primary only influences the reactive 480
power of the circuit, the VA rating of the input power source, 481
and the realization of soft switching. From (39), ZS is decided 482
by 1) the impedance of the secondary resonant network and 483
2) the value of loading resistance. For a given transformer, the 484
maximum circuit efficiency can be achieved by adjusting these 485
two parameters deciding ZS .
486
With regard to the impedance of the secondary resonant 487
network, the compensation capacitor should be well designed 488

AQ2
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489
490

9

to achieve the maximum efficiency. According to the study in
[46] and [53], the maximum efficiency appears when
1
ω 2 LS
1
secondary parallel compensation CS = 2
ω L S Γ2
secondary series compensation CS =

491

where

Γ=

492
493

(41)

1+

QP 2
k
QS

 14
(42)

and QP and QS are defined as the winding quality factors,
which can be expressed as
ωLP
QP =
RPeq

and

ωLS
QS =
.
RSeq

(43)

Fig. 11. Loosely coupled transformer prototype.
TABLE V
S PECIFICATIONS OF THE L OOSELY C OUPLED T RANSFORMER P ROTOTYPE

Therefore, to achieve the maximum efficiency, the capacitor in
the secondary resonant network should be designed as in (41).
With regard to the loading resistance, if RL is expressed by the
497 circuit quality factor QL , according to the study in [46] and
498 [53], to achieve the maximum efficiency, QL should satisfy

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

494
495
496

QL = 
499
500
501

QS

1 + k 2 QP QS

(44)

for both secondary series and parallel compensations. The
circuit quality factor QL in (44) has a different expression for
secondary series and parallel compensations. Thus

LS
1
secondary series compensation QL =
RL CS
CS
secondary parallel compensation QL = RL
.
(45)
LS

Therefore, considering the need to achieve maximum efficiency, secondary series and parallel compensations have varying applications. For instance, in EV battery wireless charging,
505 suppose the battery on board has a voltage of 400 V and an
506 internal resistance of 0.7 Ω. If the recharging power is 3.3 kW
507 for private cars, by simple derivation, the output voltage and
508 current of the wireless converter should be 405.7 V and 8.13 A.
509 Therefore, the equivalent loading resistance RL is 49.9 Ω.
510 Typically, the winding quality factors QP and QS can reach
511 200 by using a proper litz wire, and we assume the coupling
512 coefficient to be 0.2. According to (44), QL can be calculated to
513 have a value of 5. From (45), if secondary series compensation
514 is selected, LS is equal to 468 μH when the converter operates
515 at 85 kHz. If secondary parallel compensation is selected, LS
516 should be designed as 18 μH. For the coil to be installed on
517 the chassis of a vehicle and with k = 0.2, 18 μH is not a
518 reasonable value. Therefore, secondary series compensation is
519 more suitable for this EV wireless charging example to achieve
520 maximum efficiency.
521
Generally, when considering the ESRs of compensation con522 ductors and capacitors, the more compensation components
523 there are, the lower the circuit efficiency. S/S and S/P com524 pensation circuits have the highest efficiencies due to only
525 two compensation components being applied. The system with
502

503
504

S/S and S/P compensations has almost the same maximum 526
efficiency [46], and ηmax can be represented as
527
c
ηmax = 
2
√
1+ 1+c
c = k 2 QP QS .
(46)
This ηmax value can be achieved when both (41) and (44) are 528
satisfied. It relates only to the values of k and the winding 529
quality factors.
530
A loosely coupled transformer shown in Fig. 11 was built to 531
verify the circuit efficiency of a 3.3-kW stationary EV wireless 532
charging prototype. The specifications of the transformer is 533
listed in Table V. Based on the built transformer, to calcu- 534
late the system efficiency, we select the quality factor of the 535
transformer QP = QS = 200, which is a typical value for a 536
loosely coupled transformer operating around 85 kHz. The 537
double-sided LCC compensation topology aforementioned in 538
Fig. 8(c) is used for the experiment. For the compensation 539
inductor in the circuits, since it uses the same wire with the 540
loosely coupled transformer, the quality factor of the resonant 541
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TABLE VI
M AXIMUM E FFICIENCIES OF D IFFERENT C OMPENSATION T OPOLOGIES

inductor is also selected as 200, and the capacitor have a
dissipation factor of 0.05% based on the datasheet. The circuit
efficiency is measured and calculated. The calculated system
545 efficiency (dc–dc) is 93.6%, whereas the measured efficiency
546 is 92.6%. The consistency of measurement with calculation
547 verifies that QP , QS , and the ESR values of the compensation
548 components are accurate.
549
Based on the same loosely coupled transformer and the same
550 compensation component ESR values, the efficiency of various
551 compensation topologies is calculated and listed in Table VI. It
552 is proved that S/S and S/P compensations have better efficien553 cies than other topologies, as well as the accuracy of (46).
554
The efficiency of the S/S topology with leakage-inductance
555 compensation is calculated under the condition of constant556 voltage output since it is the original purpose [44]. The operat557 ing frequency having a constant-voltage output is ωL or ωH in
558 (19) and (20), instead of the secondary resonant frequency in
559 (41) at which the maximum efficiency can be achieved. There560 fore, the S/S topology with leakage-inductance compensation,
561 to have a constant-voltage output, is lower in efficiency than self562 inductance compensation, to have a constant-current output.
563

IE
E
Pr E
oo
f

542
543
544

VII. C ONCLUSION

The constant-current/constant-voltage output function of a
passive resonant network has been introduced based on individ566 ual resonant blocks. These basic resonant blocks are used to ex567 plain some characteristics of popular compensation topologies
568 nowadays, such as constant-voltage or constant-current output
569 and the realization of an input ZPA, as well as soft switching.
570 By correctly combining these resonant blocks, any type of com571 pensation topology can be created, guaranteeing a WPT circuit
572 that achieves a constant output and a minimum input VA rating
573 simultaneously. In addition, system efficiency was analyzed
574 with different resonant circuits. The compensation conditions,
575 to achieve maximum efficiency, were reviewed. The WPT
576 system application area should be considered for a reasonable
577 circuit design to achieve this maximum efficiency. Furthermore,
578 primary-series and secondary-series topologies with leakage579 inductance compensation and self-inductance compensation
580 were studied and compared.
564
565
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